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Throughout the history of York Factory various elements played
a part in determining the physical characteristics of the site.
The overall layout was a reflection of the level of understanding by the local officers and, to a lesser extent, the London
Committee of the Hudson's Bay Company, of the functions of the
post. Over the 60 year period between 1790 and 1850 both
York's role, as well as these perceptions, changed markedly,
resulting in major modifications in the layout, number, and
variety of the structures erected during the two major construction phases under consideration here. (1787-1794 and 18301845) In addition to attempting to explain the reasons behind these changes, the following essay will also investigate
the application, and the subsequent adaptation, of European
construction techniques to the alien environment of the Hudson's
Bay Lowlands region.
Configuration
In 1782 York Factory was captured and destroyed by a
French naval expedition under the command of Jean François
Galaup, Comte de la Perouse. As this raid was only a temporary skirmish associated with the American Revolutionary War,
the London Committee quickly decided to rebuild the fort at
the previous location situated on the northwest bank of the
Hayes River beside Water Hole Creek. In order to lose as
little trade as possible, a two storey, pre-fabricated structure was sent out with the annual supply ship of 1783.! This
building was erected that same fall, and served as a temporary
storehouse and residence until the new fort could be completed.
Joseph Colen was appointed as the "resident" officer in
charge of York Fort in 17 86. That same year he forwarded three
plans to London.2 The first depicted the buildings which had
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been erected up to that point in time, the second showed the
further construction he intended at the site (see Figure 2 ) ,
and the third mapped the area surrounding the proposed fort.
What immediately strikes the eye upon comparing these plans
with those of previous forts at this location was Colen's
elimination of any defences, in the form of cannon or earthworks, against a seaborne artillery attack.3 The ease with
which York Fort and the Company's fortress at the mouth of
the Churchill River, Fort Prince of Wales, had fallen to la
Perouse, as well as the great cost of replacing the destroyed
cannon or the construction of earthworks to protect against
bombardment, in all likelihood caused the Committee to abandon the idea of defending against this type of attack.
The question remains, however, as to why Colen chose a
defensive layout, without artillery, similar to that employed
at the previous two forts located at Water Hole Creek. Tradition undoubtedly played a part, but protection from anticipated external aggression provided the main impetus. One
possible fear, though an improbable one since the British occupation of New France in 1763, was an attack by rival traders.
The major fear, however, was that the fort would be plundered
by a group of lightly armed natives. It was against a skirmish of this type that the defences Colen eventually had
erected at the new site, after the decision had been made to
abandon the Water Hole Creek location in 1788^, were aimed.
To understand Colen's and the London Committee's fears
it must be understood that large numbers of natives still
journeyed to York Fort to trade at this time, even though an
inland trading network, subsidiary to the post, was also
being established in order to meet the increasing competition
of the Montreal based traders operating in the York hinterland.
In fact, it was Company policy that those Indians residing in
the area between the fort and Lake Winnipeg should continue
trading at York in order to reduce the Company's transport
costs.5 it was only after the Canadians had also penetrated
into this area that these natives were allowed to trade at
Gordon Housed and Jack River House"?, as these facilities were
intended only as forwarding points on the inland transport
system. Colen, in a revealing statement in the York Factory
Journal of 179 3, expressed his own fears best:
I find it impossible to get up Stockades around
the Works this spring. as upwards of thirty men
are now disabled by the scurvy — I have drunken
Indians at this place without boundaries to keep
them from coming to the House, there is no knowing
to what excess they may carry their frolicks as a
Native when intoxicated is oftentimes daring and
outrageous.8
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Although the above statement says as much about Colen's attitude towards the Indian population of Rupert's Land as it
reveals about his own fears of being attacked, it does show
whom the 18 foot9 stockades he had constructed around the
fort were intended to keep out.
As can be seen from Figure 3, which depicts York Factory
Ilia as it appeared around 1815, the primary dwelling and
storage functions of the fort were housed in a geometrically
designed building complex located near the centre of the extablishment. Based upon 18th century European fortification
design theory, the corner bastions, or "flankers" as they were
known at York, were angled to allow covering musket fire
across the face of the inter-connecting sheds, or "curtains,"
and the opposite bastions.10 Attackers thereby were prevented
from approaching close enough to scale, or in the case of a
wooden structure such as this, to set fire to the works. The
practise of utilizing sheet lead as a roofing material, the
exterior plastering of log structures, and the "half timber,"
brick-nogged style employed in the other buildings,H also
lessened the danger of the fort being fired by attackers armed
only with small arms .
Further proof of the anticipated type of attack can be
found from examining Colen's remarks as construction progressed
at the new site between 1788 and 1794. He mentions, for example, that the curtains and flankers were topped with breastworks, from the cover of which defenders could fire down upon
approaching attackers.12 Also, and in accordance with the
wishes of the London Committee, the land surrounding the fort
was progressively cleared of its natural cover of scrub willows
so as not to provide cover for potential enemies.13 The subsidiary outbuildings, as can be seen from the following proposal by Colen, were also designed to prevent their being
used as shelters by adversaries who might penetrate the palisade :
It is proposed for all the above-named out Offices
to be Erected in the form of Sheds: the back of
them next the Fort, to be in hight, 9 feet. - Front
6 feet 10 Inches; that in case of necessity, the
Guns on the Curtains cod. play over them, without
affording protection to the - Enemy.-14
Since the effective range of musket fire in the 18th century was much greater than 250 yardsl 5 , it appears, odd that
Joseph Colen did not include all of the buildings depicted in
his 1786 plan in a larger bastioned fortification of the same
shape. Although no direct evidence has been found explaining
Colen's reasons for not doing so, at least two explanations
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are likely. First of all, internally induced fire was always
a constant fear at the Company's wooden establishments on the
Bay and throughout the interior. It was therefore a long
standing policy of the London Committee that structures housing activities entailing the extensive use of fire, such
as cook rooms and blacksmith shops, should be separated from
the main buildings.1° Colen then was simply incorporating
London policy in his plan. Secondly, the normal complement
of men stationed at York Factory rarely exceeded 60.17 although this number seems sufficient to defend a much larger
structure, very few of the men had experience with small arms,
which effectively prevented the contemplation of defending a
larger complex.1°
Apart from strictly defensive considerations, Colen1s
proposed fort employed a more thought out arrangement of outbuildings than had grown up over the years around the previous
forts located at the Water Hole Creek site. 9 Although the
1786 plan regarding these structures was never carried out to
the extent anticipated, Figure 3 does show that the overall
symmetry was maintained at the post as it was actually constructed at the new location.
A further notable feature of the "Old Octagon" (as the
fort came to be known because of the shape of the enclosed
central courtyard) was the location of the warehousing facilities in the smaller flankers at the rear of the fort. This
design reflected the Company's expectation that the primary
role of York Fort would continue as a bayside trading facility,
rather than as a forwarding point for goods intended for, and
furs received from, a continually expanding network of inland
trading posts. Even though the first post subsidiary to York
had been erected on Cumberland Lake, near the Saskatchewan
River, in 1774,20 York Factory's new role had not expanded
enough by the mid 1780s to necessitate the placing of these
warehouses at a more convenient riverfront location. By the
mid 1790s, however, York's status as a trading post was being
seriously eroded by the construction of an increasing number
of establishments in the interior to meet the competition of
the Montreal based North West and XY companies.21 As a result
of this competition, York's status as a forwarding point eventually led to the construction of a new, more conveniently
located, fur storage facility in 1797 and 1798.
Section two
will deal more extensively with these external influences and
their impact on the land use patterns employed at the historic site.
As was usual with the Hudson's Bay Company's 18th century wooden forts, York Factory had deteriorated rapidly after
only thirty years of use. According to the 1821 York Factory
Report, the post's location was the prime factor behind this
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deterioration:
From the situation of York Factory, being built of
wood about thirty years ago: in a wet swampy
Country, it will readily be admitted that a considerable annual repair is required...23
By the end of the same decade many of the original buildings
were beyond repair. The company decided to perform only minor
repairs on these structures until they could be replaced by
new facilities. Over the next 15 years an extensive rebuilding
programme took place, ending in 1845 when Chief Factor James
Hargrave reported that "a ruinous shed, the last building of
the factory of 1821," had been demolished.
The prolonged length of time of this rebuilding phase was
primarily the result of the environmental limitations of the
Hudson's Bay Lowlands region, although matters connected with
fur trade routine also played a role. Timber, for example,
was a difficult commodity to procure, especially by the 1840s
when most of the convenient riverside stands of white spruce
had been exhausted for miles up the Hayes and Nelson Rivers
by the Factory's "wooders."25 The short, damp summers which
characterize the area also limited the length of the construction season. Fur trade business, such as the repacking of
furs received from inland, a chore which employed most of the
month of July, as well as the duties associated with the arrival of the ship from England in late August or early September,
also eliminated prime summer construction time. The reduced
complement of tradesmen and labourers stationed at York Factory
after 18 31, the result of a Company economy measure, reduced
the number of men available to aid the carpenters and joiners.26
As a result, only one major project could be scheduled per
year, with some, such as the main depot building, requiring
two or three seasons to complete.
As was the case with Joseph Colen's fort, the buildings
associated with York Factory Illb were arranged around a large
central structure, the main depot shown in Figures 5 and 6.27
Here the similarity ended as this main warehouse was built
on a square pattern surrounding an open courtyard. The front
section of this structure, facing the river was three stories
high, while the others were two. Unlike the previous "Octagon"
complex, this building was used strictly for summer administrative activities, the storage of European and York Factory manufactured trade goods, and the making up of "outfits" of supplies
for the inland posts. It contained no dwelling or other facilities .
Defensive considerations were of little concern during
the construction phase at the new establishment. A single lined
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palisade, completed in 18 35, served as the only means of defence. 28 N O further references have been discovered describing features similar to the angled bastions, breastworks, or
sloped outbuildings which had characterized Joseph Colen's
fort.
At first glance, this lack of precaution seems odd, particularly when one considers that Governor George Simpson believed that defensive considerations were of primary importance
during the erection of the Company's stone forts, at Red River,
Upper and Lower Fort Garry, during the same time period:
and in constructing both establishments it will be
proper that they should be so placed as to be defensible or secure from attack by Indian's [sic] or
others.29
It should be noted, however, that the proximity of a large and
volatile Half Breed population, as well as the presence of
potentially hostile groups of Plains Indians, were seen by
Governor Simpson as threats to the safety of the Company's
property and men at the settlement. Similar precautions were,
by this period in time, unnecessary at York Factory due to
changes in the role of the post which had resulted in a lessening of external threats. As a result, other, more functional, concerns influenced layout decisions and altered the number
and size of the buildings and appendages associated with the
IIlb site.
After the merger in 1821 between the Hudson's Bay Company
and its major competitor, the North West Company, the danger
of a raid by rival traders, slight though it may have been
even in Colen's time, was completely eliminated. Similarly,
the extensive network of posts which had been established by
the Company prior to the merger had eliminated the practise
of Indians from the interior journeying to the Bay to trade
in person.20 Furthermore, there was also little threat of
being plundered by hostile natives. Even those Indians who
lived in the immediate vicinity of the fort, the York Factory
"homeguards," carried on only a very limited trade at the
post, and presented very little threat to the Company's property. This is not surprising when it is considered that the
majority of these individuals were, by the 1830s, fully integrated into the York Factory economy as casual labourers,
fishermen, hunters, and as summer tripmen in the boats
freighting goods between the coast and Norway House.21 Since
the Company considered them trustworthy enough to replace
more expensive European servants, there was little need to
be concerned about an attack from this source.22
During Joseph Colen's time the problem of fire, though
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recognized, was of secondary importance to that of defence.
After the turn of the century the increasing volume of furs
and trading goods being stored at the post caused a rethinking
of these priorities, especially since a loss of the Company's
trade goods would cripple the inland trade, allowing their
Canadian competitors an unparalleled advantage. Although further research will be necessary to determine when the winter
dwelling houses shown in Figure 3 were constructed, it is
almost certain that they were built outside of the Octagon
as a fire prevention measure.
By the 1830s the danger from fire was further emphasized
by York's role as the administrative centre34 and inward and
outward shipping point of the vast Northern Department. As
a result the separation of buildings became of prime importance during the second construction phase. In 1831 Governor
Simpson wrote to G. McTavish, then in charge of Moose Factory,
outlining the precautions to be taken against the outbreak
of fire at this entrepôt of the Southern Department:
The Old Factory, which has hitherto comprehended
Dwelling - Counting Houses Fur - Goods Stores, should
now, I think, be converted into Stores - Summer
Counting House entirely, without any Fire place,
and the Dwelling Houses Forge - & removed to such
a distance as to guard effectually against danger
from Fire.35
Although no similar instructions have been found to Chief Factor Christie at York Factory, it seems safe to assume that
similar views were expressed verbally by the Governor while
attending the annual councils of the Northern Department,
which were held at York until 1834.
With the abandonment of the flanker - curtain style configuration, a more rational arrangement of buildings was
possible. Not only was this possible, it was necessary, as
the increasing volume of goods being moved through the post,
without a corresponding increase in the numbers of men, meant
that the location of buildings needed to become more dependent
on function. Therefore, warehouses containing goods to be
forwarded inland the following spring, as well as those containing furs from inland, along with buildings and features
associated with the construction and repair of coasting and
inland boats, were grouped on either side of the main depot
building near the river. Manufacturing shops, dwellings, and
other non-transport related structures were located at the rear
of the complex, well away from the centres of greatest activity. These innovations were in direct contrast to the layout
employed by Joseph Colen some 50 years before, and reflected
the changing function and concerns at the post. Though still
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an entirely company development, by 1840 York Factory had
assumed the spatial characteristics of an embryonic port town
rather than those of a defensive trading outpost.
Events and the Site
The previous section briefly outlined York's developing role
in the fur trade between 1790 and the 1830s, and the resulting
changes in the general layout of the site. In the following
section these developments will be examined more closely
in order to explain more specific site modifications.
As the inland trading network subsiduary to York Factory
expanded during the final decade of the 18th century, increasing numbers of canoes manned by Company servants were
utilized in order to transport goods and furs that formerly
had been carried by Indian traders. As a result, large numbers of Europeans often arrived at York Fort during the summer
months, placing a severe strain on the accommodation and rationing capabilities of the post. This was especially the
case at ship time, when most of the inland brigades waited at
the fort for necessary trade goods and supplies to be landed.
In 1801, John Ballenden, Colen's successor at York, complained
that there were 9 8 British servants about the fort waiting for
the ship.36
In an attempt to alleviate the confusion and congestion
caused by such numbers of men arriving from the interior,
Colen decided to erect a summer dwelling house for their convenience. His own words best explain his temporary solution:
Began fixing up Dwelling House brought from old
York - It is the same building that was sent from
England in the year 1783 - Altho not quite so perfect as when first sent out - I hope to make it a
comfortable Dwelling for the Officers and Men when
they arrive from Inland - who for want of room
have been obliged hitherto to Sleep in Tents warehouses - & - This I expect will in future be
entirely done away.37
In 1799 John Ballenden continued the tradition of providing
separate quarters for officers and men by ordering the erection
of a second summer dwelling for the exclusive use of the
"Inland Officers when they arrive."38
As a more permanent solution to the problem of housing
inland servants during the summer months, Colen attempted to
reduce, and eventually eliminate, the necessity of the York
Factory journey by those located beyond Lake Winnipeg through
the establishment of inland warehouses. By this means he also
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hoped to be able to employ boats on certain segments of the
route, thereby increasing the volume of freight which could
be carried, while at the same time reducing the number of
European tripmen.
Gordon House was established in 179 4 at the first major
obstruction, the Rock Fall, some 120 miles upstream from York
Factory on the Hayes River.39 it was the first of the inland
forwarding points. In that same year two open wooden boats,
of two and nine ton burden, were successfully navigated
under Colen's supervision to this point.40 it was to be a
number of years, however, before sufficient storage space
could be constructed at Gordon House, an adequate number of
durable boats completed, and enough servants trained in their
use, before the need for extensive housing facilities for inland tripmen was eliminated at York.
Another result of the growth of the network of inland
trading posts was a substantial reduction in the number of
European labourers stationed at the fort. Further study will
be necessary in order to determine when Indians and Half
Breeds first began to be employed in the boats between the
coast and the inland warehouses. It is unquestionable,
nevertheless, that by 1830 they were an integral part of the
company's labour force in this region. Not only did they
work for less pay than European and Canadian servants, but
less expense was entailed in their upkeep as they did not
have to be housed and provisioned at Company expense throughout the long winters.41
As a result of this practice, York's complement of men,
exclusive of officers, was reduced from approximately 35 in
1830, to 25 in 1832.42 This reduction directly affected the
land use pattern at the site, prompting the elimination of one
of the two winter dwelling houses for the artisans and labourers :
In consequence of the reduction in the numbers of
Servants now at the Factory, the whole have been
placed in one house consisting of two apartments
and having two stoves in order to economize the
use of fuel during the winter.43
This situation was a far cry from that in Joseph Colen's day
when the men's flanker had been designed to accomodate 6 6 m e n . 4
The introduction of boat transport on the Hayes River influenced more than the storage and dwelling functions carried
on at York Fort.
As the new transport system began to operate
more efficiently after the turn of the century, it became apparent to the Factory's officers that a second boathouse was
required. The original "launch house" was one of the first
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structures erected at the "New Plantation."
It had been intended for the repair and storage of the small boats used at
the fort, as well as for the storage of naval supplies used
in connection with the ferrying of goods and furs along the
coast between York and Fort Severn.
The second launch house was built during the 180 4 and
1805 construction seasons'^ under the impetus of John McNab,
the new resident officer who had replaced Ballenden in the
fall of 1802. This structure measured 70 feet long by 18
feet wide. ' Since a 14 foot wide boat slip was also constructed at the same t i m e ^ , it seems safe to assume that this
building was intended for the construction and repair of the
open inland craft.
At some point between 1805 and 1829 two further transport
innovations affected the land use pattern at York Factory.
Specifically, the introduction of dray animals prompted the
erection of buildings and appendages previously unknown at the
site, as well as the expansion of others that had existed previously. The introduction of dogs and sledges, for example,
greatly expanded the area exploited by the fort's winter hunters, as the dogs could haul the deer, fish and partridges
further, and more efficiently, than had previously been possible
by men alone. More specific to the site proper, however, was
a dog yard or kennel to accommodate these animals.49 A dog
meat shed or "blubber house" was also erected.50 A S can be
seen from Figure 5, these facilities were located outside of
the factory complex proper, a few yards upstream from the southwest corner of the palisades.
Oxen were also introduced during this time period, which
allowed the exploitation of firewood stands located on the
Factory peninsula through the use of winter roads. The hauling
of hay cut and stacked on the islands fronting the factory was
aided by the use of these animals. Since it could now be
hauled by oxen and sledges after freeze-up, instead of by the
more laborious method of open boats, more livestock could be
kept. Thus, while Colen's fort had contained only one cowhouse, or byre,51 there were two such structures at York Factory during the 1830s and 1840s.52
The arrival of the Selkirk settlers in 1811 and the establishment of the Red River Colony the following year marked the
beginning of a new phase in the history of York Factory. In
addition to its traditional and developing roles in the fur
trade and transport system of the Hudson's Bay Company, the
fort now began to act as a port of entry, first for the new
settlement, and then for the rest of British North America
westward to the Rocky Mountains.
Due to the low level of transport technology employed in
this region during the first half of the 19th century, the water
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route via York Factory was the only viable means of shipping
goods to and, at a later date, produce from, the new colony.
As the volume of these non fur trade shipments increased with
the growth of the settlement, strains were placed upon the
Lake Winnipeg to York Factory section of the Company's
transport system, resulting in land use modifications at the
site.
The first such modification was the setting up of a
special "Red River Store," or warehouse, at some time between
1812 and 1815.53 This building housed goods intended for the
colony which could not be forwarded in the short space of
time available between the arrival of the annual ship from
England and the freeze-up of the interior rivers and lakes.
In any case, even if more time had been available, the
Company's boats had little spare capacity for the freighting
of non fur trade material during this season. As mentioned
previously, this warehouse was the first located at the site
which, as its riverfront location would suggest, served a
strictly forwarding function.
By the mid 1830s, the population of Red River, including
Whites and mixed bloods, had grown to approximately 3,600 individuals.^ As a result of this expansion, a number of private traders had located in the colony, as well as private
freighters engaged in the transport of both Company and nonCompany goods between the settlement and the coast. By 1835
the quantity of goods intended for the Red River traders had
become so large that Chief Trader James Hargrave, then temporarily in charge at York, was moved to complain that it had
been necessary to appropriate one warehouse for the winter
storage of these materials.55 Although it is unclear as to
which structure he was referring, it is also interesting to
note that one of the three fur warehouses located at the
Factory was also required for the storage of the produce of
the colony, mainly tallow and buffalo robes, intended for
shipment to England.56 The long term use of this facility
was made necessary by the Company's refusal to send more
than one ship to York, except on a very irregular basis. As
a result the Colony products often had to be carried over on
inventory at the York and Norway House depots for more than
one season.57
In 1846 the 6th Regiment of Foot, consisting of 347
officers and men, journeyed via York Factory en route to
garrison duty at Red River.58 The large amount of stores
associated with the supply of this expedition prompted the
erection of more warehousing facilities in 1847 and 1848.
These two structures were located within the palisade, fronting on the river, and slightly downstream from the main
depot. Hargrave, who had been made a Chief Factor in 1844,
anticipated that after the completion of these facilities
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there would be "ample rooms for all the Goods" that would
likely be brought through the York depot for "some time to
come."59
It is clear, therefore, that by the mid-1840s non-fur
trade functions, dependent on the competitiveness of the riverine
transport route inland from York Factory, were a significant
factor in the land use patterns employed at the site, with
three inward and one outward warehouses being occupied by Red
River supplies and produce. As long as no competitive system
of transport developed, there was, at least from the perspective of those involved at that point in time, little reason
for believing that there would be a decline in these functions
in the near future.
Construction Techniques and Environmental Adaptation
The level of adaptation to the alien environment of the
Hudson's Bay Lowlands region by the Hudson's Bay Company's
officers and tradesmen was largely responsible for the varying
lifespans between the 18th and 19th century bayside posts.
During the 18th century, for example, the carpenters and
joiners employed at York Factory persisted in utilizing techniques which, while suitable for the British Isles, resulted
in rapid deterioration on the bay. By the 1830s, however, the
level of adaptation had advanced to the point where the period
of usefulness of the Company's establishments had been substantially increased. For proof one has only to contrast the
dilapidated condition of Joseph Colen's fort in 1830,60 after
only forty years of occupation, with the main depot building,
erected during the 1835 and 1836 construction seasons,61 which
still remains standing after almost 150 years have elapsed.
Cold was the most immediate environmental condition demanding a response from the British employees of the Company.
Joseph Colen, for example, informs us that the dwelling flankers he had built at the "New Plantation" were constructed of
logs for "warmth," thereby showing an early appreciation of
the insulating qualities of solid wood.62 These buildings were
also "Caulked" with a rough cast plaster to protect the inhabitants from the effects of drafts, rain and snow.63 i n the
case of the officer's flanker, further protection, as well as
aesthetic improvements, were provided by the practice of
lathing, plastering, and painting the interior rooms.64
It is notable, however, that even after almost one hundred years of habitation at the mouth of the Hayes River, the
response was not total to the extremely cold winter temperatures
that characterize the region.65 For example, the carpenters
and joiners continued to use unseasoned wood. While this
method was appropriate with regard to the hardwoods, especially
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oak, used in Britain,66 the practice was completely inappropriate when softwoods, such as the white spruce prevalent in the York Factory area, were utilized.67 The result
was the warping of the logs as they dried out, necessitating
frequent recaulking and, after only ten years of use, the eventual weatherboarding of the exterior walls of the officer's
flanker.68
The expected difficulty of moving the recently constructed men's flanker from Water Hole Creek to the new site in
1788,69 suggests that the two dwelling bastions were of corner
notched log construction, rather than of the piêces-sur-piêces
type typical in Lower Canada during the same period.70 The
probability of this statement's validity is inferred from the
lack of difficulty experienced in removing the other structures which had been built using traditional half-timber,
brick-nogging techniques. If piêces-sur-piêces (or, as it was
later known, Red River frame) construction had been employed
in the men's flanker, with tenoned horizontal timbers (replacing the brick nogging) being placed between vertical posts,
it is unlikely that Colen would have anticipated any more difficulty removing and reconstructing this building than the
others.
As a further note to the reaction to the cold temperatures
at the York Factory site, it is interesting that when warmth
was not a pre-requisite, as in the case of the warehouses
and artisan's workshops (which were used mainly in the summer
months), the historic preference for English building forms
took over. Partly the result of tradition, this was also a
manifestation of the local shortage of suitable building timber at York Factory, which, as was the case in timber short
England during the same time period, resulted in the construction of "half-timber" buildings.71
Throughout the 19th century, this early response to the
problem of sub-zero temperatures was continued. By the 1830s,
however, numerous technological modifications had occurred
which increased the lifespan and improved the heat retaining
capacities of these buildings. Some innovations appear to
have been developed independently by the Company's servants
in response to local conditions, while others were adopted
from outside sources. The use of log structures was also
greatly expanded at York Factory during the second construction phase. This reflected, as in the case of the artisan's
workshops, winter office, and provisions warehouse, the year
round use of structures which had previously been utilized
only in the summer months, or had not existed at all.
After the merger with the North West Company in 1821
the Hudson's Bay Company began recruiting labourers and
tradesmen in Canada, as well as from the more traditional
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sources in the Orkney and Lewes Islands. Further research
will be necessary to determine when, and if, the introduction of French Canadian carpenters and joiners was responsible for the abandonment of corner notched log construction
in favour of the piêces-sur-pièces technique. In any case,
there remains little doubt that the former method was abandoned by the time of the second construction phase.
During the building of the new warehouse intended for the
storage of locally produced, Red River, and European salt
provisions, over 600 ten foot "building logs" were used in
the walls.72 The dimensions of these logs, as well as the
references to the framing of this and other structures known
to be of log construction, strongly suggests the employment
of this new technique.
One possible reason for the adoption of this method could be the difficulty in procuring
sufficient numbers of logs of the length needed for the size
of buildings required. The piêces-sur-piêces technique,
since it allowed for walls of varying length depending upon
the number of frames used, easily solved these problems.
Another advantage of the method was that shorter logs required
less labour during assembly, and were also less subject to
warpage than longer pieces.
The wholesale use of exterior plaster was also discontinued by this time, due mainly to the abandonment of halftimber methods for unheated buildings in favour of frame
and weatherboarding. In the case of the log structures, only
the spaces between the logs were caulked with "lime mortar."74
As soon as this mortar had dried, the outer surface of the
structure was weatherboarded and painted in order to seal out
as much moisture as possible, thereby increasing the lifespan of the walls. As was the case in the 1790s, the interior
of the Officers' and clerks' quarters were lathed, plastered
and painted.75 unlike in Colen's day, the interiors of the
tradesmen's, cattle keeper's, and men's houses were similarily
finished.76
Rudimentary insulation, intended to protect against
both heat and cold, was also used to a limited extent during
the second construction phase. The new ice house, which
was created in 1839 was, for example, imbanked with earth
to slow the melting of the blocks of river ice used for preserving fresh provisions throughout the summer.77 ^ s W ell,
the upper floor was covered "with a layer of chips."78
Similarily, the cellars located under the officer's dwelling
and the provision warehouse were also imbanked in an attempt
to prevent the salt provisions and other stores from freezing
during the winter.
In addition to the problems of cold temperatures, a second
environmental characteristic, dampness, affected the inhabitants
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of York Factory. Largely the result of the extensive muskeg
bogs which characterize the Hudson's Bay Lowland region, the
wet associated with this type of soil - vegetation complex
was further accentuated by the post's coastal location upon
the deltaic peninsula formed between the Nelson and Hayes
Rivers.
The effect of dampness on wooden structures, and especially
as it related to the construction of foundations, was a problem with which the 18th century tradesmen employed at York
Factory were familiar. In the British Isles two solutions were
developed to counter the problem of rapidly rotting wooden
foundations. One had been the replacement of horizontal surface sills with vertical posts, charred one on end to hinder
deterioration, placed a few feet into the soil. 79- Another was
the substitution of stone, both loose and held together by
masonry, for wooden foundations. In other words, the wooden
ground sill was elevated off the ground and laid on a masonry
or stone base. Naturally, similar solutions were attempted
at York Factory in an effort to solve what was perceived as
a familiar problem. Since wooden posts could not be used due
to the presence of permafrost a short distance below the surface of the ground in the 18th century, stone foundations
were considered the most practical. This was the opinion held
by Joseph Colen, and it was apparently sanctioned by the
Governor and Committee in London, because no opposition was
expressed to his utilizing masonry foundations exclusively in
the rebuilding of the fort.
In responding to this environmental problem in a traditional manner, the builders of the Octagon complex failed to
take into account the action of frost. Since the permafrost
layer one or two feet below the surface prevented the proper
piering of stone and masonry foundations, the buildings resting upon them were subjected to severe stress from frost
heaving. This problem was further accentuated by the dampness
of the soil. As a result, the problems mentioned previously
concerning warping logs and non-weathertight walls were accentuated, causing the need for almost yearly repairs. The
lead sheeting on the roofs were also subjected to cracking
and splitting seams, necessitating frequent maintenance.
By the 1830s, stone foundation had been abandoned as
impractical at York Factory. A number of site improvements,
as well as the development of better wood preservation technology, led to the adoption of foundation techniques more
suitable to the local environment, resulting in less troublesome, and longer lasting, structures.
The first innovation was the improvement of the factory
drainage system. This was made necessary because the site was
chosen by Joseph Colen in 1788 was not as ideal as he was wont
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to describe it. Others, such as John Ballenden, the individual who succeeded Colen as resident in 179 8, did not share
in his enthusiasm for the location:
Not a worse place for many miles around could be
found to build a Factory on than where this now
stands. During the course of the Summer it would
require six Men Dayly to keep the Cellars dry.°"
Although some drains are mentioned in the York Factory Journals
from the last decade of the 18th century, little detail is
given. It is evident, though, as Ballenden's repeated complaints show, -*- that the drainage system was, at best, rudimentary. The limiting factor was not a lack of desire for drier
grounds, but the shape of the factory, which made the efficient drainage of the main complex of buildings extremely difficult.
Since the documents for the years 1805-1829 have not been
consulted as yet, little comment can be made at this point in
time concerning the evolution of the system of drains at York
Factory. During the second construction phase, however, the
adoption of the previously mentioned functional layout allowed
the expansion of the system. In addition to the main drains
which circled the outside of the palisade, numerous smaller
ditches were opened. A good example of the latter, and their
intended purpose, was the drain opened behind the men's dwelling houses in the fall of 1840:
began to open another [drain] from the mens houses
passing under the pickets and into the inner drain
which surrounds the Factory. This is designed to
carry off the surface water in spring which frequently rises to such a height as to flood the floors of
these dwelling houses.°2
The majority of these secondary ditches fed into the main drains
which surrounded the factory, although a few, such as those
leading from the ice house"-' and the cellar of the provision
warehouse^ ±ed directly into the Hayes River.
At least two of the main drains, as well as two of the
intermediate ditches opened during this period, were "covered"
during the fall in order to prevent their fill with snow and
debris during the winter.85 By this means a great deal of
labour was saved by not having to clear them in spring.
Future research will, in all likelihood, determine whether
the other main drains were covered as well.
Another innovation related to the improvement of drainage
at the York Factory site was the lining of the various ditches
with casings, or boxes, manufactured from the outside pieces
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("slabs") left after the sawing of logs into planks and quartering. (Individual boxes measured ten feet, or the length
of the average sawing logs.86) These casings were necessary
due to the permafrost in the area, as the melting of the frozen soil caused the sides of the drains to slump, blocking
the flow of water. The boxes also slowed the rapid erosion
caused by the loose nature of the soil after the melting of
the permafrost.
In addition to improved site drainage, better techniques
in wood preservation prolonged the life of wooden foundation
timbers. Tar was used extensively as a preservative, significantly reducing the effects of wet rot. As well, the practice had developed of weatherboarding the outside of the foundation
logs below ground level,87 thereby lessening the
deteriorating effects from rainfall and meltwater to which
uncovered "sleepers" were exposed. The date of the first utilization of these techniques, or even if the latter practice
was a local innovation or developed elsewhere, have not yet
been determined.
Unheated buildings constructed at the York Factory site
in the 1830s and 1840s, such as the various warehouses, appear
to have rested on large foundation timbers, squared on two
sides, and set atop the permafrost. It is possible, however,
that these were imbedded directly in the permafrost layer.
The following quotation gives a vivid description of a foundation of this type:
Drever and 11 Men laid the foundation of the New
Powder Magazine. This has been formed of four tiers
squared logs, each tier crossing that which is below
it, and the whole strongly spiked together with iron
bolts. All this is below ground, the trench for
containing it having been dug upwards 2 ft. below
the line of permanent frost, so that the building
will rest on a foundation as solid as rock.88
It seems unlikely, however, that this type of elaborate foundation was the rule. Instead, it was probably intended only
for the stone powder magazine in an attempt to eliminate all
shifting. Wooden structures, being able to tolerate minor
shifting to a greater degree, simply rested on "sleepers"
placed one and a half to two feet below the surface of the
ground. Thus, these buildings could be periodically jacked
and the foundations levelled, or, if they were found to be
rotten, replaced.89 This process was next to impossible with
structures placed on stone foundations.
Heated buildings, such as manufacturing shops and dwelling houses, also rested on similar, slightly elevated foundations. In those that contained cellars, elaborate cribbing
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was employed to prevent the walls from slumping into the
cellar and endangering the stability of the structure upon
the melting of the permafrost.90
This evolution in foundation techniques took place over
an extended period of time, as a number of inter-connected
innovations were necessary before an adequate system could be
developed which allowed for the relatively simple, and economic, levelling of structures and replacement of damaged
ground sills. The technology which had evolved by the time
of the second construction phase at the site served the Company well. Although problems still occurred, less manpower
was required for minor repairs. As well, the need for demolishing and rebuilding the post every 30 or 40 years was
eliminated.
Another environmental problem which required a response
from the inhabitants of York Factory was the severe erosion to
which the northwest bank of the Hayes River has been subjected
throughout the recorded history of the area. For proof one
has only to look at the plans of the various forts located on
Water Hole Creek, to see the rapid encroachment of the river
on the site during the 18th century, as well as the elaborate
shore protections constructed to resist this trend.91 it is
also interesting to note that since the abandonment of this
site in 1788, the remains of these structures have been completely destroyed by the river.92 Current estimate of the rate
of decay of the bank fronting the main depot are .6 metres ..per
year, although the rate varies greatly from year to year.
A combination of factors are responsible for this rapid
erosion rate, the principle one being the sequential pattern
of breakup in the spring of the year. The ice in front of
the fort typically gives way before that located a few miles
downstream in the mouth of the river. As a result, water and
ice from upstream often builds up behind this frozen barrier
until it too breaks up. The ice floes from upstream then
scour large amounts of material from the upper banks, much of
which is deposited on the opposite shore and river islands.
Tidal action, particularly during the late summer and early
fall, when a combination of high tides, prevalent northeast
winds, and frequent storms often raises the water level in
front of the factory to unusual heights, also acts as an
erosive agent. In addition to these factors, the melting of
the permafrost in the exposed banks, plus the sandy nature of
alluvial soil which characterizes the peninsula, accentuates
the action of ice and tides.
After the move to the new site in 1788 erosion continued
to be a problem. In 1790, for example, a violent mid-August
storm occurred which resulted in "Many Ya#ds of the bank"
being "washed away. "94 Similajrily, Colen reported that nearly
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"twenty yards of the Bank" had been lost, and the recently
completed Boat Slip almost "carried away," during another
mid-August storm in 1792.95 These events caused little more
than comment, however, as the factory was constructed far
enough back from the river so that the main complex of buildings was in little danger. It was not until 1803 and 1804 that
any action was taken, and even then it only involved the sloping and facing of the bank with stones.96
The move to this location also did not, as Colen had expected, eliminate the possibility of flooding. During 1797
the river in front of the fort did not breakup until June 1,
with the ice below remaining fast until the 7th. As a result,
"the water rose to so amazing an Height as to overflow the
plantation."97 ^ similar, though less severe, circumstance
occurred in 1836, at which time the rising waters narrowly
missed flooding the new depot building.98 Little, however,
could be done to protect against these occurrences beyond the
appointment of a night watchman during breakup time, so that
ample warning could be given if the factory had to be abandoned on short notice.
By the 1830s the problem of erosion led once again to the
determination to "Slope and face the Bank of the River, in front
of the Fort, with Stones and Timber..."99 This was, however,
only a temporary measure. In 1838 a major improvement was
begun with the employment of a group of ten Indians to face
the river bank with "Wooden Stakes."100 The bottom of the
sloped "embankment" was also lined with bundles of willows,
in an attempt to prevent deterioration of the soil behind
these piles by the action of the tides. This work was continued
in 1839, when the high water mark of the embankment was covered
with stones.191 By 1842 this "solid stone embankment" was completed as far downstream as the "Inlanders Summer Camp," located between the Factory and Sloops Creek.192 i n 1845 the
piles had been placed as far as this creek, with the entire
work presumably being completed a short time later.19 3
Although this embankment was recognized as only a stopgap measure, the Company was willing to undergo the expense
involved in order to protect its investment at the site.19 4
In other words, York Factory's importance was significant
enough so that the company was willing to modify a site that
was far from perfect on every account except its location,
which was strategic in terms of the riverine transport technology prevalent at the time. York Factory, as the focal
point of an extensive inland trading system was, by 1845, in
its heyday, a situation that would continue until the 1860s
when transport innovations in the north-western United States
eliminated York's distributional advantages.
These last mentioned developments, though interesting,
are not the primary concern of this Research Bulletin. Instead,
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an attempt has been made to illustrate the inter-relationship
of human perceptions, outside events, and technological innovation on the overall configuration, the number and variety
of structures and appendages, and construction techniques.
It should be noted that the conclusions drawn, as well as the
numerous speculations made, have been based on three months
primary research covering 35 years (1787-1805 and 1829-1847)
of the history of York Factory. Further investigation will
undoubtedly necessitate the revision of some conclusions,
as well as clarify other impressions which still remain to be
conclusively demonstrated.
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Fig. 1 Map of the Mouth of the Nelson and Hayes Rivers by J.B. Tyrrell and
L.B. Stewart. (Report of the Ontario Bureau of Mines, Vol. 22, Part 1,
1913). Provincial Archives of Manitoba.
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o

Fig. 2 "No. 2 A Design for building a commodious fort ... at York Factory ... by ... Joseph
Colen" [1786] The defensive works shown at the corners of the outer palisade were intended
for "Large Guns" to be aimed through "Port Holes." These, as well as the outer palisade, were
never constructed at Ilia site. (Hudson's Bay Company Archives, G.1/112).

31

Fig. 3 "Ground Plan of York Factory" [ca. 1815] This plan shows York Factory
as it was actually constructed by Joseph Colen, as well as subsequent modifications. A notable innovation was the location of the distillery, magazine,
and dwellings well away from the main storage flankers and curtains. This
reflected a growing concern over the danger of fire. Also note the Red River
Settlement warehouse, the riverfront location of which reflected the increasing forwarding role of the post after the establishment of the colony in
1812. (Hudson's Bay Company Archives G.1/113).

M

Fig. 4 "Departure of the Second Colonist Transport from York Fort to Rock Fort, September 6, 1821."
A painting by Peter Rindisbacher. Note the breast works atop the flankers, as well as the strong
palisade. The log building at the left of the stockade is an ice house, while that in front is the
launch house. The structure to the right of the Factory is either the Red River Settlement warehouse, or a second ice house. (Public Archives of Canada)
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Fig. 5 "Plan of York Factory Post" by F. Matheson [1895] York Factory Illb was constructed
over a 15 year period between 1830 and 1845. The layout employed was functional, rather than
defensive. The warehouse and fur sheds shows at the front of the establishment reflected
York's primary role as a forwarding point. (Hudson's Bay Company Archives, B.239/e/17, fo. 1).

Fig. 6 York Factory 1853. The central building is the main depot, while that on the right is the
summer mess house. The structure on the immediate left is the guest house. The two buildings on
the far left are fur warehouses, while those on the opposite side are inland warehouses. Another
notable feature is the 10 foot palisade, which is of a non-defensive nature. (Provincial Archives
of Manitoba, Rupert's Land Collection).
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